NOTES ON THE ARAMAIC SECTIONS OF

HAVDALAII DE.RABBI AQIBA

Hannu Juusola

One of the interests of our dedicatee, Professor Tapani Harviainen, is early Jewish

magical literature, especially Aramaic magic bowl texts. He has written a series of
articles on both the linguistic features of these texts and their religio-cultural background.
The study of early Jewish magic has been greatly benefited by the publication
of a large number of new texts over the past two decades. This includes , inter alia,
a significant number of magic bowl texts and a variety of magical texts from the
Cairo Genizah. This rapidly growing material may now be compared with the
texts published earlier and, consequently, a better understanding of early Jewish
magic and its relationship to related magical traditions is attainable. Equally important are the improved possibilities of studying the Aramaic and Hebrew idioms
of the era. In the light of the new material, for instance, the different varieties
within Babylonian Jewish Aramaic may be better understood.

In early Jewish magical literature, Hebrew and Aramaic are commonly used
side by side. Many texts include both Hebrew and Aramaic sections, or a text that
is written in one of these also includes at least some words in the other.

The magic bowl texts were written in Aramaic in the Talmudic and Geonic
periods.l Hebrew is only used in biblical quotations and in some stereotyped
phrases and words. The type of Aramaic that is ovenvhelmingly represented in
these texts is a conservative variant in comparison with standard Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic. In my study of the peculiarities of this Aramaic dialect,2 the close

connection between this dialect and the Nedarim type of "non-standa¡d" Babylo-

The practice of writing Aramaic incantations on clay bowls flourished in Mesopotamia
between the 5th and 8th centuries C.E. See e.g, Hunter I 995:
1
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nian Talmudic Aramaic became appafent.3 In addition to the bowl texts, Aramaic
is the main language in the Jewish amulets from Palestine. These, however, attest
to a Palestinian dialect.a Furthermore, Aramaic is used alongside Hebrew in many
other early Jewish magical texts, notably in Ha¡ba de-Moshe and Havdalah deRabbi Aqiba. The latter wâs published posthumously by Gershom scholem in
1980-81, and the former has lately been re-edited by Yuval Harari's
As with many orher early Jewish magical works, Havdalah de-Rabbi Aqiba
(henceforth HdRA) is a composite, whose date and place of origin are hard to
determine unequivocally.6 It is evident that various elements of the text were
inserted at different times and in difierent places, the final literary form ofthe text
possibly being received in Southern ltaly during the Geonic period. According to
Scholem, the basic elements of the work, notably those in Jewish Aramaic, go
back to the Babylonia of the Geonic period, or even earlier.T The Aramaic parts
in some cases only short sentences and words are found in most sections or
paragraphs of the work, as divided by scholem in his publication.s The most

-

-

important in this respect are sections 2, 4, 5,8, and I l. It is possible that each of
the Aramaic parts is of different origin and was, perhaps' incorporated at different
times. Given that Scholem is correct in his assumption and the Aramaic sections
of the text originate from Babylonia in the Geonic period or even earlier, they are
roughly speaking contemporary with the Aramaic bowl texts. scholem, who paid
attention to evident textual similarities, already noted the close connection
between the Aramaic parts of HdRA and the bowl texts. In this paper, the salient
features of the language of the Aramaic sections of HdRA are analyzed and
compared with the Aramaic of the bowl texts.

SPELLING AND PHONETICS
The fem. sg. ending in the absolute state and the ending of the determinate state
are both spelled x-. Only a few exceptions occur: ¡)'n (2:8); ¡ìDU (3:l and else-

3
4
-5

6
7
8

Originally noted by Tapani Harviainen (1983). Christa Milller-Kessler and Theodore Kwas¡1un hunó lately employed the term "standard Literary Babylonian Aramaic" to describe the
main dialect of the bowl tcxts (Mtlller-Kessler & Kwasman 2000: 159)'
See the sketch in Naveh

&

Shaked 1985:33-34.

Harari 1997. Scholem published the texl of Havdalah de-Rabbi Aqiba (according to MS

Oxford-Bodley l53l) in Tarbiz (= Scholem 1980-81) and also included critical notes and a
Hebrew lranslation of some parts of the text. ln addition to his main source (i.e. MS OxfordBodley I 53 I ), Scholem look into account a variety of other MSS and olher sources'
For u general review ofearly Jewish magical literature, see Alexander 1986; Schafer 1990.
scho¡em 1980-81:249.

ln this paper, I follow the division ofthe text applied by Scholem in his publication. ln the
MS, the rext appears as a whole without divisions (see Scholem l9E0-81: 247148).
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where);e nÞrrr (8:13).10 Only if the word ends with'aleph is the ending regularly
marked with he, e.g. ntÞlp (3:2);;rxn'Þn (3:4); ;rxn (5:23).ln the bowl texts, npredominates, but it- also commonly occurs.ll

The latter 'aleph is sometimes employed to mark d in medial position, e.g.
'ì)N:Þ 'to my entrance' (5:2); '):pþ 'þ ¡¡t¿n¡¡þ (8:12-13).12 As in the bowl texts,
the trait is common with fem. pl. determinate state endings (see below).13
As is the regular practice in the bowl texts, too, the final bet, mem, nun, resh,
and law are maintained, e.g. :tn (5:32);
ou?rn (5:20); nþu:nn (2:9), ¡nx (2:l); n'rnx (5:20); rn'xr (8:21). Exceptions
(all of them concerning the final nun) are rÞu':r (for ììþDrt in 5: I 4); t;r'hÞ'a 'their
words' (for ¡;r'hÞ'n in 5: I 7); and ìl¡;l't (for ¡rrui'r in I I : I 7).la
The letteryod sometimes appears in a place where one would expect a shwa
mobile to occur in a vocalized text, e.g. ììn'ntN'you came' (5:ll, 12);15 ììnÐrlt
(5:14); ììft:lit/'Þ (5:9).16 Parallel instances are well attested in the magic bowl
texts and also appear in some other traditions within Babylonian Jewish
Aramaic.lT

In two cases ('tN: 'built' in

5: I , 6),18

the letter ,aleph is apparently used with

the same function,

In accordance with the bowl texts, the laryngeals and pharyngeals are mainly
maintained in the script. Some instances indicating weakening of the laryngeals
and pharyngeals are, however, attested, e.g. nìl'rN 'I retumed' (5:8).¡9

I
t0

¡l

Note, however, ¡'¿t¿ in 8:20.
;r):rt ¡ul,):'tr¿r'Þ'my tongue is like a heifer's tongue',;r)ru may,
there are no other Hebrew words in the immediate context.

of course, be Hebrew, but

According to Mtlller-Kessler and Kwasman, x- is used in "koiné Babylonian Aramaic",
whereas there is fluctuation between n- and ¡- in standard bowl Aramaic (M{iller-Kessler and
Kwasman 2000:160). This is very possible, but apparently too early to take as fact. Note thar
MÍiller-Kessler and Kwasman use the lerm "koiné feature" somewhat differently than is the
case in my discussion in Juusola 1999b: 21ff. For the koiné features in the bowl texts, see

below.

l2
l3

nøtox is an'af el infinitive from the root tn{f,.
See Juusola 1999b: 3 l-32.

l4

lf

l5

Cf. rn'x 'they came' in a bowl text published by Joseph Naveh and Shaul Shaked (text no. l3

l6

An error for ìì)'l'lï¡r'D, as noted by Scholem. lì)lttlt

not a |{ebrew form!

line

2l

in Naveh

& Shaked 1985).
rD

@ó<el parliciple from the foot

with 2nd p. pl. suffix) is well attested in the bowl texrs.

l7

See Juusola 1999b:

44ff.

l8

Pe'al passive participles from the root

l9

nrtIrN stands for n.lI;ln'R. It also testifies to lhe assimilation of the n-inñx (see below).

rlf.

ìlt
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INDEPENDENT AND SUFFIXED PERSONAL PRONOTJNS
The onty Aramaic independent personal pronouns attested in HdRA are the lst p.
sg. RIN 'I' (5:l; 8:3) and 2nd p. masc. pl.¡nx'you' (8:20)' In the bowltexts, both
mx and ¡l¡¡ appear and ìux is standard for the 2nd p. p1.20 In addition, one encounters some instances of the I st p. sg. enclitic personal pronoun Rl-, e.g. l{:y:l¿¡)

Rllol{l 'I adjure and bind' (2:6).
As for suffixed forms, a number of instances occur. In the 3rd p. masc. !;1.¡- is
mostly employed with masc. pl. nouns and ;'t'- with sg. nouns, e'g. ltlì ;1'Ðì¡ þl lÞì
'¡llfrt{ ì¡tl ;liDlì ;l!ìÎ¿rf,l ;'rurrlì lnltlìt ì¡âl r;1ì?r) 'and from his whole body, and from
his tendons, and from his bones, his head, his flesh, and his blood, and from his
limbs' (4:22-23). This is even more conservative than in the bowl texts, where ;l'is also common (alongside 'ilì-) with masc. pl. nouns.2l Once 'ì-, typical of
Vy'estem Aramaic,22 appears with a pl. noun: rì'¡rl 'his tendons' (5:24).23
ln most other persons, too, the forms with sg. nouns appear without yod: the
2nd p. sg. sufftx is always spelled f- (and not lL) and the 3rd p. fem. sg. ;r- (and
not ilr-), e.g. ¡:!tJ ììntnil? ñnl'l¡âþ 'to the cþ where you came from' (5: l3). Further,
the 3'd p. masc. pl. is ¡t;r- with sg. nouns (e,g.'¡ì¡nrlþ 'to your home' in 5:13) and
¡n'- with masc. pl. nouns (e.g. ll¡lt'tlt in 5:17; ìl¡':x¡r in 8:5; ¡;t'ox in I l:2).
The exception to the general rule is the lst. p. sg., where there is the sufftx'R-

/"- with sg. nouns: lNtì'f,'my house'(5:l); -:xl)'to

my entrance'(5:2);'*vrn

same form also appears with the
r*Þt UtlltÞÌ 'that serves me'
(8:4);
me'
came
against
preposition Þy: 'XÞy ln¡ 'they
(7:24\. The suffrx -ay is the form originally used in Aramaic with masc. pl. forms
and with those prepositions, such as Þv, which follow their model in this respect.

'my gate' (5:3); 'XUr*l 'and my land' (7:25). The

In standard Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic, the distinction between the sufüxed
pronouns originally used with masc. pl. nouns and those used with sg. nouns has
been neutralized. Consequently, -ay m y also be used with sg. nouns. The
( 'N-). Thus, such instances as rxnìf in our
characteristic spelling is with

'aleph

text follow standard Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic usage'

20
2l

22
23

As opposed to slandard Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic tn¡t and Geonic Aramaic ¡n:x' See
Juusola 1999b: 75ff.
See Juusola 1999b: 8lff. That in the actual spoken vemacular the classical system had dis¡nregrated (cf. Standard Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic) is ft¡rther indicated by the fact that
in a bowl text published lately by J. B. Segal (2000¡ '¡¡' occurs with a pl. feminine noun:

'¡um:ùì

'and for his daughters' (0164:9)'

Fassberg 1990: I 14ff.

lfnot

a scribal error

for'¡l?'¡.

ll0
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Alongside'ñ- and "-, '- also appears with

sg, nouns, e.g. NiìN't NtJì9) ì¡Jì5 lìUrrþ
rlr¡/rþ
iÞry ìur')l
'may my mouth be like the mouth of a lion, my tongue like the
tongue of a heifer' (8:13); rÐìt 'my body' (4:22); lnìDÞyþ (8:4). The ending'ñ- also

occurs in the bowl texts with masc. sg. nouns, but this is exceptional.24

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS
The forms attested in HdRA agree very much with the bowl texts, ll'ür, ¡'r, and ¡t'l
are employed for masc. sg, and Nfi for fem. sg.: ì!l¡ Nfl N¡Jttf,ì Ì{ï.t Rfì Nnlnlü/t
'with this great oath and with this great name' (6:l l-12); *n ì'l 'this is the secret'

(8:1,8); Ë? Nrìn n'this secret ofthe secrets'(?) (8:l).25 ¡:r also appears in the
ptuase D)Dì ìl? t{tlì' ì¡â 'from this day and for ever' (5:24) that is frequently met
with in the bowl texts, too. In the pl. there occurs ¡'Þ'mr: ¡ùrx;r Nrurrp iln;l¡ât otD:
'in the name of these holy names'(13:3).'¡ù'n also appears as a minority form in
the bowl texts; ¡ù'x;r here is most likely a hybrid Aramaic-Hebrew form or
highly conservalive A¡amaic variant.

a

NOUNS
The ending of the masc. pl. absolute state is ì'-, e.g. lÐììlt l ¡fìr)l ìrììorñl ìruìn
I'nþtn ìù'Þì (4:13-14). The form typical of standard Babylonian Talmudic
Aramaic, with apocopation of the final nun, is exceptional, e.g, '?ft!l ì'[/': ¡'¡¿r"ìn
ìrÐti2n

'evil sorcerers and mighty works' (5:3-4).

The most apparent deviation from the standard bowl dialect is the form of the
masc. pl. determinate state, which in HdRA is almost always ¡rr-/¡r- (probably -

ayyã),e,g, ìtlt rri2 N'nlr ¡tnx (2:l); x"Þù (3:2); ñ!r)þä7 (3:17).26 Some instances of
- are found, e.g. lJþu (2:7);'r:no (4:16);'ìtirrlt (4:19).

In the bowl texts, the ending ¡r:-/¡r- is rare except for some words;

'

the

regular ending is standard Babylonian Jewish Aramaic'-.27
The fem. pl. absolute slate is not found; the fem. pl. determinate stat€ is xnx-/
Nn-, e.g. NnNlnoNt (4:17); NnNìllÐì (4:19); NnNunn (4:20\; NnñÐìi2o'ñì (5:2);
ñnlruìnì (ó: I 5, I I :5); xn¡nu (13:3).

In the masc. pl., the absolute state is far more commonly used than is normal
¡r:rn (5:28-29); ¡:ruÞur pr)n (8:10).
As has already been noted, the ending of the fem. pl. absolute state is totally

in Babylonian Jewish Aramaic, e.g. lìÐri2n

24

Juusola 1999b:83.

25

For the demonstmtive pronouns in the bowl texts, see Juusola 1999b: l0 t ff.

26

The spelling

27

Iuusola 1999b: 144.

¡!-

occurs with:r'Dl, (3:3). Note also the name

i'lotn n'ìÐm (?) in 4:23.
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unattested. The same trait is typical of the bowl texts: even though the masc. pl.
absolute state is common, in the fem. pl., the determinate form (XnX-/Xn-) clearly
predominates.2s No explanation is known to me.

In the sg. the absolute state is also common, e.g' llÌI/lf ¡þ'a (2:8); 9ì vlÐl
(7:15); ;rtn! lìorJr D!)n) orln (8:3); r'un ntr )v (2:6). The majority of sg. nouns are,
however, in the determinate state, e.g. ¡l¡l x;tÞn (8: l); xn 1'r (8: l); Nìrl l¡/fþt{l
lur NDI¡/f,l NÏl ßlì Nnuluf
Nì'n'r Nroìof, (8: 13-14); ;1ù n'Nl tlðu )l)ì (5:33);

Iït

(6:12-13); Nul¡rf (8:14); NerNl (8:21) In accordance with the bowl texts, the
masc. pl. absolute state seems to be especially common in the lists of spirits and
demons. One might possibly suggest that the frequency of the absolute state masc.
pl. (i.e. l'-) may be connected with the similarity of this form to the conesponding
Hebrew form (in Mishnaic Hebrew). The appearance of Hebrew and Aramaic side

by side in our text supports this possibility. Note the following mixed HebrewAramaic sentence from paragtaph 8 which clearly illustrates this possibili ¡:
nurìg¡ì nìuri2 nlìlnnt ll:l'Þirfì INJo ïtJì Ilìþþu r¡Jì ì'))D l'¡i fPnut:ì i2ìÐnl (8:15l6).
ln line with the bowl texts, absolute and determinate forms fluctuate without
any evident reason, as may be noted by comparing the following instances: 't?l Þ:
'Ø'f (2:8); f[/tn þ) (4:13); Nnrruìnl Nrrl¡/ìn Þf (l l:¡t-5); ìîl:ì Nrfìlnì lìi2tlnl ì!Pï þ)ì
NnnoNì rr)nÐì t{r;'rlrì l';lul (4:16-17). Note also lt¡t¿¡'Þ Rluìn in 5:26 as opposed to
the parallel ì'Unn lìlÐ¡nJ in 5:28. The noun may appeaf in the absolute state, while
the attribute is in the detemrinate state: Nnf,rizl'l Nì)!T fìì:ì (4:17-18).

Alongside analytical constructions with the particle't, the classical construct
state construction is still used to indicate the genitive: XnNUìnì RrUrìn ''l¡ìt þ¡ì 'all
the works of sorcerers and sorceresses' (4:20-2 I ).

VERBS
In the perfect the conservative variants predominate. Note the following instances:
n'lDNì n'bùrJ ¡r7'Þo 'l went up, spoke and said' (5: 8);29¡;r¡'n'no) 'I tied them'
(8:4); lrnm tÞùn 'they spoke and said' (5: 5);30 lmÞv 'you came in' (5: 9).31
Parallel forms are the norm in the bowl texts. Two instances of specifically
Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic 3rd p. masc. pl. forms are attested: lt: lì¡nr fÏ71ì
lì;ln' ùnl lt;pl!n: 'and they perforated them in their nostrils and hung them' (l l:l2). The pattern Þrup (i.e. lïzÐ and the pattern identical to the corresponding sg.
28

For tlre use

ofdifferent states in the bowl texts,

see

Juusola 1999b: 134ff.

29

lst p. sg. with the final n',

30

3rd p. masc. pl. with the final t. maintained in the script.

3r

2nd p. pl. with the final ì-.

as

opposed to standard Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic'

tt2
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form (i.e. 'Þn) also exceptionally occur in the bowl texts.3z In addition, one
encounters two instances of Palestinian Jewish Aramaic 3rd p. masc. pl. forms,
with the ftnal nun: ì'r?'f ìr¡¿'tn lìnil 'evil sorcerers came' (5:2-3); nþf 'they
revealed'(ll:l).33
The imperfect prefix of the 3rd p. masc. sg./pl. is either - ' or - t/þ. Only - '
appears repeatedly in paragraphs 4 and 6, e.g. ¡unrnï nìirmrì ììpnìn' (6:ll) By
contrast, all thnee appear in paragraphs 5 and I (with many instances) and both -'
and -: appear in ll, e.g. lìnu/tr (5:15); Mpr (5:2); ììÞ'Ð'lì (5:18); nDìorþt (5:18);
't;r') (5:19); ììurìÐù (5:26\; ììFrÐrþ (5:27\; Nolnì (5:16); ìð" (5:20); ¡trn$ (5:21);
rtoÞ' (8:3); ì:nr ñ;t (l l:3). The vacillation between various imperfect prefixes is
typical of the bowl texts as well. It seems, however, that -: and especially -) are
relatively more frequent here than is normal in the bowl texts.34
The n-infix in'etpe<ell,etpd<al forms is occasionally assimilated, as is typical

of

¡1¡r¡) ¡r1ï¡ 'I went back onto the roof
¡pu'b lì:llfìyì 'and may their deeds fall apart' (5:26)}7

Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic:

(5:8);35

trn:'t

(5:9);36

Normally, however, n is maintained in the script, e.g. No)nì (5:16); lìlÐilnl (5:28);
IrJnìnrì ììì!rm!l ìriznìn! (6:l l); il¡2nrx Nþì ìo¡JnrÐ *Þ (8:2).
In the imperative, pl. forms are attested. All the forms appear with the final ì-,
e.g. ìþTN 'go' (5: I l). The trait is in accordance with the bowl texts.
The infinitives of the derived stems are generally considered good "markers",
indicating dialectal differences and boundaries between various Aramaic dialects.
HdRA here presents a complicated picture, even though only a few forms are
found, The occurrences are as follows:
N:rt¡rlnþ È? ìrì 'this secret is for saving' (8:9);38¡Þ NUN:IJ) ¡Þrp) ¡n"¡z !J 'who
stand opposite us doing us evil'(ll:4);3e'Þ:i:)'þ NuN:t{) ¡'år'p't'who stand
opposite me doing me evil' (8:12-13).40

32

See Juusola I 999b:

33

One should note, however, that the 3rd p. masc. pl, with the ending ¡- is probably found in
the bowl texts, too (Juusola 1999b: 168ff.). These occurences may imply that tbe ending
was employed in some sub-dialects of Babylonian Jewish Aramaic, too. Its appearance in
Mandaic, alongside other fiorms, also supports this possibility (see below).

34

In the bowl texts,

35

The lst. p. sg. perfect form

36

37
38

39
40

¡

I

63ff

is the prefened

n'l'l't

prefix both in the sg. and pl. (Juusola I 999b: I 79).

for nrì?inril.
Probably )etpéel or tetpó.al imperative from the root ìD). On the possible meaning, see
Scholem l9EG-81: 2l n. 70.
sùâ¡rds

¡putÞ is ptoba;bly 'etpéel ot'etpd<al fÍoln the root pìÐ,
tnfinitive ofthe quadra-radical root:nu. Cf.'n. x:nu¿) in Targum Neophyti (Gen. 32:3) (see
Sokoloff 1990: 54ó).
xun:n is an,a/e/ infinitive from the root ur[f.
The instance is basically parallel to that
infinitive from the root ItNl.

in

I I :4 (see above).

xuxrn is likewise an ,afel
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The form t{v/Nfx is equivalent to the pattern qattâlã,at that is the classical
pattern in Aramaic, whereas both
xux¡¡r and Nfllu/rn are equivalenl to mqatñlí, typical of Palestinian Jewish
Aramaic.42 In the bowl texts, like many other varieties of Aramaic, different
patterns are used side by side, the most common variants being søndard Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic qattõlë and qatala.a3 To the best of my knowledge,
Palestinian Jewish Aramaic forms with the n-prefix are unattested in the bowl
texts published so far.

OTITER FEATT'RES
As in the bowl texts, n'is used to indicate the direct object: ;'rnr llODì O')nÞ B'fn
(8:3); ;r'n' nrfn) tll ï lì:n Ntñ 'I Enoch son of Yared wrote it' (8:3); ¡;rn' nìnÐ) 'I
tied them' (8:4); ¡;rn' 'þnì ìì;1ì'nl PJ ìì¡nr fìPlì 'and they perforated them in their
nostrils and hung them' (l l:l-2).
n'N ('there is/are') is used as the predicator ofexistence, as opposed to standard Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic N)ìt{, e.g. 'Þ n'x (5:2); ;ì') nril (5:22\. The trait
is shared with the bowl texts.e
The indefrnite pronoun equivalent to English 'something' is Dt¡T'l¡ (5:20), as
opposed to standard Babylonian Talmudic lì!l:. oy'1!zt is standard in the bowl texts
as well.

As in the bowl texts, the preposition equivalent to English 'before' is spelled
to standard Babylonian Talmudic -DP, e.8. ìì¡rÞT¡2 (8: l4). Further,
the preposition equivalent to English 'on' is always )U (e.g. ìì¡rÐX Þt Nfl?l Nnììì
'and the wind blows on their faces' in I l:2), in accordance with the bowl texts
-¡â.tp, as opposed

and as opposed to standard Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic -N'

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, one may

state that the Aramaic parts

of HdRA are written in

a

conservative type of A¡amaic similar to the bowl texts. Furthermore, both HdRA
and the bowl texts also include standard Babylonian Talmudic variants alongside
the more conservative forms. At least some parts of HdRA were possibly originally typical bowl incantations that were incorporated into the Hebrew text. Here one
could point out, for instance, the incantation in section 6 (beginning with l1znìn'

4l
42
43
44

This is thepø'(e/ form; the corresponding form of the'a/elwouldbe'øqtalã.
SeeTal 1983:214.
Juusola 1999b:220ff
Juusola 1999b: 148-149.
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in line ll). This does not necessarily mean that exactly the same version of any
part of the text was actually used in any bowl text. That is only to say that they
stem from the very same Aramaic magical tradition. The salient linguistic features
that the bowl texts and HdRA have in common may be enumerated as follows:
(I

)

(2)
(3)
(4)

The tendency to maintain final bel, mem, nun, resh and, taw.
The pharyngeals and laryngeals are mostly maintained in the script.
The lelTer yod occasionally appears as a counterpart of shwa mobíle.a5

The occrxrence of conservative suffixed pronouns (e.g. a distinction is
maintained between i¡r- and !ilì- for the 3rd p. masc. sg.) alongside those
familiar from standard Babylonian Talmudic A¡amaic (e.g. the use of 'ñ-

with masc. sg. nouns).

(5) Conservative demonstrative pronouns, such as lt;1, l¡t, and NT;'r.
(6) The frequent use of the absolute state, especially in the masc. pl. (i.e. l-)
but the curious absence of the fem. pl. absolute state.

(7)

The preference for conservative forms in the perfect as against standard
Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic variants.

(8)

The vacillation between the imperfect prefixes -', -l and -þ for the 3rd. p.
masc. sg./pl.

(9)

Other conservative features held in common with the bowl texts, such
n' as an object marker and n'N as a marker of existence ('there is/are').

as

Many more could be added. Note, for instance, that the participle marker Niz, that
is at least rare in the bowl texts, is unattested here. In some cases standard Babylonian Talmudic forms are more co¡nmon in HdRA than in bowl texts. In the imperfect, the prefixes -Þ and ¡ are proportionally more common than in the bowl texts,
and the same goes for standard Babylonian Talmudic A¡amaic perfect patterns
(notably Þtu¡z).

As regards the counterpart of shwa mobile, HdRA presents an interesting
picture. On the one hand, yod may appear as the reflex of shwa - in accordance
with the bowl texts - and on the other, 'aleph is curiously used with the same
function (only twice). The latter counterpart may reflect an ultra-short (or short)
a-vowel that appears as the main reflex of såwø in the Yemenite reading tradition
of Babylonian Jewish Aramaic. Note that in the Yemenite reading tradition, the
vowel i also appears alongside the main reflex.46 Thus both counterparts fgod and
'aleph) in HdRA may well reflect actual pronunciations in the Geonic period. Of

45

This, ofcourse, is not a conservative feature, even though it is shared with the bowl texts.

46

In the Yemenite tradition, i only appears in the 3rd p. masc. imperfect prefixes. See Morag

1988:9lff.
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is most uncertain, given that only two
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instances

with )aleph

I

l5

are

present.

Most Babylonian Talmudic forms in HdRA that differ from the main bowl
dialect nevertheless also appear in the bowl texts, even though as minor variants.
It is clear that the bowl texts do not represent only a single dialect, and often
forms of apparently different dialectal origin appear intermingled in the same text.
Most interestingly, the first bowl text of a standard Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic
character has recently been published by Christa Müller-Kessler and Theodore
Kwasman.4T This impression of "multi-dialectalism" is made even stronger by socalled koiné features that frequently appear in the bowl texts. These koiné features
are, for example, typical Mandaic features that appear in a Jewish Aramaic bowl
text or vice versa.48 'Ítrc koinë features most likely reflect mutual (textual and
conceptual) bonowings between Jewish, Mandaic and Syriac (Christian?) magical
traditions. By contrast, they probably do not imply that there was a cornmon
shared vernacular (supradialectal language), which would have consisted of
Jewish Aramaic, Syriac and Mandaic features (koiné in the linguistic sense).
The most striking difference between HdRA and the bowl texts is the ending

of the masc. pl. determinate state, which is N'- in HdRa, but normally - in the
bowl texts. Furthermore, HdRA presents some typically Palestinian Jewish
Aramaic features that are rarely if at all met with in the bowl texts. These include
the 3rd p. masc. pl. perfect ending n- (with the final nun) and the derived state

infinitive pattern with prefixed mem.The masc. pl. determinate state ending tt'- (ayyã),noted above, could ofcourse be included in this list, since the parallel form
is standard in Palestinian Jewish Aramaic.ae The fact that the spelling in the Palestinian tradition is ;l'- makes Palestinian influence unlikely' There are, besides,
other possibilities for interpreting this form in FIdRA. Firstly, it may be understood as an archaism. Secondly, since the ending ß'- also appears in some bowl

47

Müller-Kessler & Kwasman 2000. Even some olher texts published earlier conlain more
standard Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic features than is normal in the bowl texts (see Juusola
1999b: 253). The fact that slandard Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic and Mandaic are in many
respects close to each other somelimes makes it difficult to be certain if a given feature in a
Jewish Aramaic bowl text is a standard Babylonian Talmudic feature or a Mandaic koinë
feature. Even in the text published by M0ller-Kessler and Kwasman there are elements that
as the publishers rightly point out - suggest a Mandaic Yorlage. Thus, the question, to what
exlent standard Babytonian Talmudic Aramaic features in the magic bowl texts are actually

-

48

49

Mandaic texlual influences is rather difficult to answer.
The term Eastern Aramaic "koiné" was introduced by Tapani Harviainen (Harvianen 1978).
It ¡s apparent that Mandaic features (especially lexical) played a major role in this "koiné"
(see Harviainen 1978; l98l; Mllller-Kessler l99E; 1999). For the koiné in the bowl texts, see
also Juusola 1999b: 21ff. lt seems that scholars have used the term in slightly different
senses.

Seee.g. Dalman 1905: 189ff.
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texts in both Jewish Aramaic and Syriac (!) and is moreover standard in Mandaic

(including Mandaic bowl texts),50 one could argue that it is one of the koiné
features (probably of Mandaic origin) that penetrated into the (Jewish) A¡amaic
magical tradition.sl This possibitity is, however, rendered less likely by the rarity
of the form in the bowl texts. Yet one cannot totally exclude it. Besides, the 3rd p.
masc. pl. perfect ending'¡t- is also attested in the bowl texts and, importantly, in
Mandaic, Hence, there remains a possibility that some "Western" features in
Jewish Aramaic magical texts (bowl texts and HdRA) actually originate from a
Mesopotamian kainé tradition, with a heavy Mandaic influence. At least for the
time being, it seems, however, more likely that the majority of "\üestern" features
are either archaisms or actual Westem influence. In the case of HdRA Western
Aramaic forms may imply something about the redaction process, which the text
has undergone. Note that $arba de-Moshe, another early Jewish Aramaic magical
rùy'estem

linguistic features, a fact which
probably reveals a long and complicated textual history. It is equally possible that
Palestinian features were already present in that Aramaic tradition in the Geonic
Mesopotamia represented in the Aramaic parts of HdRA. Importantly, Palestinian
influences (magical terms, formulae etc.) in the magic bowl texts were already
text, also attests to both Eastem and

detected by Joseph Naveh and Shaul Shaked.s2

of HdRA to Jewish
that
an
essentially
conservative
Aramaic magic bowl texts is one more indication
type of Aramaic predominated in Jewish Aramaic magical literature. lnterestingly,
a similar kind of linguistic conservatism seems to prevail in the A¡amaic parts of
Harba de-Moshe, too. In line with HdRA, Ha¡ba de-Moshe (henceforth HdMO) is
The basic linguistic similarity of the Aramaic parts

a work of composite character, whose provenance and date are uncertain,S3 Some

scholars argue that HdMo is of Palestinian origin, while others believe that it
originated in Babylonia. Since HdMO testifies to both Palestinian and Babylonian
linguistic features, in both theories of its origin, linguistic criteria have been used
as evidence. The Geonic period is probably the most likely dating. No linguistic
study of HdMO has been made, but it is evident that in many respects its Aramaic
sections tally with both the bowl texts and HdRA or with eilher of them. The
following isoglosses that they have in common are easily detectable:54

50
5l
s2
53
54

Yamauchi 1967:95.
See Juusola t999a: E6, where, however, a

Naveh
See

different interpretation is given.

& Shaked 1993:20ff.

Harari 1997:52ff.

The instances are enumerated from Harari's recent edition of the text (Harari I 997).
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(l)

A

(2)

Conservative independent personal pronouns and demonstrative pronouns, e.g. fÞþP lìl'Nì (X)ilI:22); xþ¡p ¡'n (XVI:15); Nnrr Nì;l¡ (XVII:3);

to maintain final consonantal elements, e'g. ¡':t! (XV:3);
olrn (XIX:16); ¡l¡')v (XVI:10); E'NP (XXIII:12);:m (XXI:2O).ss
tendency

r¡):¡

(3)

¡1¡r¡

(XIX:7); Rtlrlv

l!Þ!N

()üIV:15-16).

Fluctuation between the conservative and Talmudic model with suffixed
personal pronor¡ns. For instance, in keeping with the bowl texts, both';rland ;l'- appear with the preposition )ir, e.g. 'ilìÞl,

(XVII

and

passiz); ;tùtl

(XVIII:6 andpassiz).

(a) The masc. pl. absolute slate (l'-) is frequent.
(5) In the masc. pl. determinate state both x'- and '' occur, e'g. N'IJT 'n¡þþ'l
(XVII:15); rr:l nr Þ'up xt;r (XXIII:?); Rroìo (XX:10); illrurr¡2 Þ)
: I 7); N")N)trh ()Oil/ 3).
In the 3rd p. mâsc. sg./pl. imperfect prefix

(XXIII

(ó)
(7)

:

r strongly predominates,

e.g.

'ñoì XVI:9; P:r'ì (XVII:l); b:nn'(XX:8).

In the infinitives of the derived stems both qattdlã and qattõlë appear in
line with the bowl texts, e.g. NIJìÐ Nrlo)ì XV:3; xþÞnþ Q(X:24); rvuux)
(XVIII:2);'YììlrNÞ Q()il: I 3).
(8) nt as a common object marker, e.g. ìì;lnillìñN) (XVIII:I8); ;l'n' þìnu/ì
(XX:12)

(9)

n'N and nrb as opposed to Talmudic to'N and Nlþ.

Apart from these standard features, one may also note that the characteristically
Syriac demonstrative pronoun Rltü¡ is attested in HdMO:só;lxìlÌ¡, ¡ü¡$l? Nnru/i7 f,O
(XXI:2G-21). This is of importance, since the same form also occurs in some
(Jewish Aramaic) bowl texts.s7 The appearance of this form in HdMo is an
additional piece of evidence for the preservation of some Babylonian koiné
elements (in this case of Syriac origin) in Jewish magical literature. Even though
the Aramaic used in HdMO, of course, deserves a study of its own, it is clear on
the basis of these tentative notes that it basically follows the linguistic model of
the bowl texts and of HdRA. In all of them - with some differences - archaic
features and more developed features familiar mainly (but not entirely) from standard Babylonian Talmudic A¡amaic vary, with lhe predominance of the former' It
is highly interesting that a conservative idiom is indeed so commonly used in
Jewish Aramaic magical texts, in a genre where, more than perhaps anywhere
else, one would expect a Volksprache to be employed. Not much is known of
Jewish Aramaic magical literature prior to the Talmudic and Geonic periods, The
55

Exceptions are found, e.g. m (for :tn) in XIX:

56

Note lhe p/ere spelling here.

s7

Juusola 1999b: I

l5-l ló.

l8'
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overall conservative linguistic character ofthe texts from these periods, however,
suggests a long-standing literary tradition. one may also assume that the archaic
Hochsprache gave a solemn impression in the magical rites, which were the
original conlext. Perhaps even the demons would appreciate this!
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